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K. K. WICKREMASINGHE, J. 

In this case the accused appellant, herein after referred to as the 'appellant', was indicted at 

the High Court of Badulla for having committed the death of Shanmugam Sri Murugan on or 

about 11.01.2007 and thereby for committing an offence punishable under sec. 296 of the 

Penal Code. This case was tried by the Judge without a Jury as requested by the appellant. At 

the end of the trial, the appellant was convicted of murder and sentenced to death on 

12.02.2014. 

This appeal is against the said conviction and the sentence. 

According to the appellant, the grounds for appeal are as follows; 

1) The evidence of the two prosecution lay witnesses could not be believed and therefore it is 

not safe to base a conviction on their evidence. 
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2) The learned High Court Judge had failed to give the benefit of the plea of sudden fight to 

the appellant. 

According to the prosecution, the son of the deceased who was an eye witness and who was 

the first witness for the prosecution said that, on the date of the incident, the deceased had not 

gone to work (he was a labourer of an estate). Both the father (the deceased) and the son (the 

• witness) had gone to town to buy some goods as the mother of the witness, who was abroad at 

that time, ha.d sent them some money. The deceased had arrived home at about 2pm. 

(According to his evidence it seems that this witness had come home before the deceased- Vide 

page 37 of the brief.) 

The appellant was a neighbor of the deceased and was living in the second house from 

deceased's house in the same set of adjoining houses ('Ieima'). At the time of the incident the 

deceased was having lunch in his house. When he was having lunch, the appellant had scolded 

the deceased in filth and had broken the glass of the front window of the deceased's house by 

punching. Then the deceased had come out and asked the reason for scolding him in that way 

and breaking the glass. 

However, as specifically stated by this eye witness, both the deceased and the appellant were 

drunk at that time and this was the normal behavior of the appellant. The appellant used to 

come to the deceased's place and scold the deceased in filth for no reason (vide pages 31 and 

32 of the brief). 

When the deceased had come out from the house the appellant had dragged him to an 

abandoned toilet-pit (depth- about six feet), which was in front of the appellant's house (about 

twenty-five feet away from the deceased's house), and pushed him into it. After pushing him 

into the toilet-pit, the appellant had hit him with a pipe and then he had dealt a blow on the 

head of the deceased with a club. At the same time the second witness had also come near the 

toilet-pit to save the deceased. The appellant had pushed her into the toilet-pit as well. 

However, the appellant had taken her out from the toilet pit saying that he will not assault her. 

Then the appellant had prevented others from coming to rescue the deceased by shouting for 

about ten minutes. At that time he was armed with a club a'1d a knife. Then some neighbors 

and the grandmother of the witness (mother of the deceased) had come to save the deceased. 

So the appellant had run inside his house and then he had fled through the window of his 

house. 
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The neighbors had taken the deceased out from the toilet-pit and one of the deceased's friends 

had taken him to the hospital at about 5pm. The deceased had died after about five days from 

the incident after being admitted to the hospital. 

Two omissions of this witness's evidence were drawn to the attention of the Court by the 

learned Counsel for the Appellant. One is that the witness had failed to mention that the 

• deceased was dragged by the appellant to the toilet-pit to the police. The other one is that the 

witness had f~iled to mention that the appellant was the person who took the second witness 

out from the toilet-pit to the police. 

According to the evidence of the second witness, who was a neighbor and also a relative of the 

deceased, she had seen both the deceased and the appellant coming home together by a three

wheeler at about 2pm on the day of the incident. Both of them were drunk. The appellant had 

got down near a shop and the deceased had got down near his house. Then while she was in 

her house she had heard the wife and the daughter of the appellant shouting saying "don't hit, 

don't hit ... " So she had come out to see what was happening. Then she had seen the deceased 

being beaten and the appellant dragging the deceased to the toilet-pit and pushing him into it 

(vide page 47 of the brief). At that time the appellant was armed with a club. When she was 

shouting and crying, the appellant had pushed her also into the toilet-pit. As stated by the 

witness, the deceased had tried to come out from the tOilet-pit but, finally he had stayed inside 

the toilet-pit calmly as he was drunk and he had realized that he can't come out. However, this 

witness had not fallen into the pit alone she was pushed but, she was clinging to the legs of the 

appellant and shouting for help. Then the appellant himself had taken her out from the pit (vide 

page 48 of the brief). Just after the appellant took her out from the pit, the deceased had also 

tried to come out and at that time the appellant had given a blow to the head of the deceased 

with the club. Then thereafter, the deceased had fallen into the pit and became silent. 

The evidence of the second witness corroborates the evidence given by the first witness. It also 

supports the statements of the first witness which were brought in to the notice of the Court as 
omissions. The first witness had also given an explanation regarding the omissions and it was 

carefully considered and analysed by the learned Trial Judge (vide pages 100, 112 and 113 of 
* the brief). His position was that he was not fluent in Sinhalese at that time and his statement 

was translated by his uncle to the police at the same time (vide pages 39 and 40 of the brief.). 
The learned Trial Judge had accepted this explanation and held that considering the young age 

of the witness (he was only about fifteen years of age at that time) and the fact that it is 

corroborated by the evidence given by the second witness this evidence could be accepted 
beyond reasonable doubt (vide pages 112 and 113 of the brief). Therefore there is no proper 
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grounds to say that the evidence of these two witnesses cannot be believed or they are not 
credible witnesses. 

Furthermore, it has to be noted that the testimonial trustworthiness of a witness is a matter for 

the Trial Judge and the considered finding of a Trial Judge will not be disturbed by an Appellate 

Court lightly. This was held in the case of Fradd v. Brown and Company 20 NLR 282. In that 

case, the Privy Council held that "In reality the case, ... , largely depended upon the truth or 
falsity of statements that were made by the witnesses for the plaintiffs and defendant 
respectively .... It is rare that a decision of a Judge so expressed, so explicit, upon a point of fact 
purely, is over-ruled by a Court of Appeal, because Courts of Appeal recognize the priceless 
advantage which a Judge of first instance has in matters of that kind, as contrasted with any 
Judge of a Court of Appeal, who can only learn from paper or from narrative of those who were 
present. It is very rare, in questions of veracity so direct and so specific as these, a Court of 
Appeal will over-rule a Judge of first instance." 

This was also held in the case of State of Uttar Pradesh v. M. K. Anthony (1984) sa 236/ 
(1985) CRI. L. 1. 493 at 498/499 and it was cited by Justice Sisira de Abrew in the case of Oliver 
Dayananda Kalansuriya alias Raja v. Republic of Sri Lanka CA 28/2009 (13.02.2013). There it 

was held that "While appreciating the evidence of a witness, the approach must be whether the 
evidence of the witness read as whole appears to have ring of truth. Once that impression is 
formed, it is undoubtedly necessary for the court to scrutinize the evidence more particularly 
keeping in view the deficiencies, drawbacks and infirmities pointed out in the evidence as a 
whole and evaluate them to find out whether it is against the general tenor of the evidence 
given by the witness and whether the earlier evaluation of the evidence is shaken as to tender it 
unworthy of belief Minor discrepancies on trivial matters not touching the core of the case, 
hyper-technical approach by taking sentences torn out of context here or there from the 
evidence, attaching importance to some technical error committed by the investigating officer 
not going to the root of the matter would not ordinarily permit rejection of the evidence as a 
whole. If the court before whom the witness gives evidence had the opportunity to form the 
opinion about the general tenor of evidence given by the witness, the appellate court which had 
not this benefit will have to attach due weight to the appreciation of evidence by the trial court 
unless there are reasons weighty and formidable it would not be proper to reject the evidence 
on the ground of minor variations or infirmities in the matter d/ trivial details. Even honest and 
truthful witness may differ in some details unrelated to the main incident because power of 
observation, retention and reproduction differ with individuals." 
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Prosecution had also led the evidence of the police officers who conducted the inquiry with 

regard to this incident and who visited the scene and the JMO who gave evidence on the post 

mortem report prepared by another JMO. According to the police officers the appellant was 

absconding after the incident and had surrendered to the Passara police station on 22.01.2007 

with a Lawyer (vide pages 73 and 77 of the brief). However, they had further stated that they 

had visited the scene of the crime some days later (13.01.2007) from the'day of the incident 

and it was a relative of the deceased (Periyasami Umaya) who gave them the club (which was 

marked as Pl in this case). Furthermore, she had brought it from her house and handed it over 

to the police saying that it was the club which the appellant used to assault the deceased (vide 

pages 72 and 78 of the brief). They have not found any marks of a fight except the broken 

window and the glass pieces at the crime scene as they have visited the crime scene two days 
later from the incident (also the first complaint was made on 13.01.2007). 

The doctor who gave evidence on the post mortem report was of the opinion that the injury to 

the head was in fact necessarily fatal as the deceased had died even after giving medical 

attention (vide page 64, 66 and 67 of the brief). 

After the conclusion of the prosecution's case, the defence had not called any witnesses on 
behalf of the appellant but the appellant had made a dock statement. His position was that 

most of the times the deceased used to consume arrack in the early morning and also he 

usually sold arrack in his house. On the day of the incident the deceased was shouting after 

consuming arrack and he had scolded a small child who was in the appellant's house. Then the 

appellant had asked the deceased not to scold the child. Thereafter the deceased had come 

with a knife and the appellant had pushed the deceased away. The deceased fell into the toilet
pit. Then thereafter, the people who were around had given a bath to the deceased and taken 

him to the hospital. According to him he had not pushed the deceased with an intention to kill 

him. 

As I've mentioned above, the second ground for appeal was that the learned High Court Judge 

had failed to give the benefit of the plea of sudden fight to the "appellant. However, it has to be 
mentioned that the Learned Trial Judge had considered in detail/adequately whether the 

appellant could be afforded any benefit either under plea of {(rave and sudden provocation or 
sudden fight (vide pages 104, 108, 109, 111 and 112 of the brief). 

Exception four to the sec.294 of the Penal Code states that "Culpable homicide is not murder if 
it is committed without premeditation in a sudden fight in the heat of passion upon a sudden 
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quarrel, and without the offender having taken undue advantage or acted in a cruel or unusual 
manner." 

For a moment if we think that the whole incident happened as a result of a sudden fight in the 

way that the appellant explained, the behaviour of the appellant should be the behaviour of a 

reasonable person who faced such kind of a situation. However, according to the evidence for 

the prosecution it is so clear that the appellant assaulted the deceased with the club while he 

was inside the toilet-pit which was about six feet in depth. Would this be the actual behaviour 

of a reasonable man before whom a person came running with a knife and then who pushed 

the assailant into a toilet-pit about six feet in depth, in order to defend himself from stabbing? 

It is obvious that a reasonable man would have pushed the assailant away but, assaulting a 

person who is already crammed in such kind of a deep pit would have never been the usual 

behaviour of a reasonable man. That act of the appellant can be considered as cruel and 

unusual. It appears he had taken an undue advantage from the situation. Therefore, even if this 
incident happened as a result of a sudden fight the appellant cannot be afforded any benefit 

under the ground of a sudden fight. 

However, in this case the learned Counsel for the appellant in cross examination of the lay 

witnesses had put the position that there was a sudden fight but, both of them had rejected it 

(vide pages 44 and 51 of the brief). The learned Trial Judge had also decided that there is no 

available evidence of a sudden fight (vide page 112 of the brief). Furthermore, the police had 

observed broken window and glass pieces in front of the deceased's house. That also 

corroborates the version of the first witness. 

The evidence given by the JMO also establishes the version of the lay witnesses. According to 

the JMO, the abrasions noticed on the front of the deceased's body (on his stomach, chest, 

right hand and the right leg) could have been caused by the deceased being dragged on the 

ground or when he was falling in to the toilet-pit, but the injury on his head, which caused his 

death, cannot be caused merely by falling on the ground or in to such kind of a pit (vide page 68 

of the brief). His opinion was that it had been caused by a force imposed by a heavy blunt 

weapon (vide page 65 of the brief) and it could have been caused by the club found by the 

police from the crime scene, as it was heavy, blunt and matchetJ with his description (vide page 

66 of the brief). 

The subsequent conduct of the appellant, armed with a knife and a club and not allowing 

anyone to take the deceased for medical attention, also militates against the appellant. It 
confirms the cruel and unusual behaviour of the appellant. 
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When we analyze the entire evidence before us, it is evident that the prosecution had a strong 

prima facie case against the appellant but the appellant was unable to create a reasonable 

doubt in the prosecution case. The dock statement given by the appellant does not explain how 
the deceased received the necessarily fatal injury on his head, the reason for his subsequent 

unusual conduct and the reason for absconding after the incident. In the case of lIangati/aka 
• and Others v. The Republic of Sri Lanka 1984 2 SLLR 38, the Supreme Court has held that 

Ifwhere a strong prima facie case has been made out against an accused and when it is in his 
own power to offer evidence, if such exists, in explanation of such suspicious circumstances 
which would show them to be fallacious and explicable consistently with his innocence it would 
justify the conclusion that the evidence so suppressed or not adduced would operate adversely 
to his interests./I This presumption is also recognized under the sec. 114(f) of the Evidence 

Ordinance. 

Considering all above, it is conspicuous that there is no proper ground to disregard the evidence 

given by the witnesses for the prosecution and there is no any admissible evidence of a sudden 

fight. And it is very much clear from the well-considered judgment given by the learned Trial 

Judge that the he had carefully analyzed each and every fact of this case and the applicable 
laws, before coming to his conclusion. 

Therefore, based on all above, I affirm the conviction and the sentence. 

JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEAL 

H. N. J. PERERA, J. 

I agree. 

JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEAL 
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